
Teleconferencing Using an Attentive Camera System�Volker Kr�uger1, Rainer Herpers1;2, Kostas Daniilidis1;3, and Gerald Sommer11 Computer Science Institute, Christian-Albrechts University KielPreu�erstr. 1-9, 24105 Kiel, GermanyTel: ++49-431-560496, FAX: ++49-431-560481email: [vok,rhe]@informatik.uni-kiel.de2 University of Toronto, Department of Computer ScienceToronto, Ontario, Canada3 GRASP Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania,Philadelphia, USAAbstractState-of-the-art teleconference systems are not ca-pable of recording a discussion of an entire group. Thereason is that limited bandwidth of computer networksonly allows for the use of cameras with a limited res-olution just large enough to transmit a detailed imageof a single person. In this contribution an attentionalcamera system for teleconferencing is presented that isable to follow a conversation of a group of people byactively controlling the camera. The system acts likea silent observer who continuously gazes at the per-son who is talking. Detection and tracking is based onvisual as well as on acoustic cues. The system is de-signed as a Perception-Action Cycle (PAC) which isan example of a behaviour-based vision system.1 IntroductionTeleconferencing systems allow remote users to getin contact with each other not only acoustically butalso visually. Even if users are hundreds of miles apart,they would be able to talk with each other as if theywere in the same room. This allows them to emphasizetheir talking with gestures and facial expressions. E. g.users could even see each other blush or turn pale. An-other important aspect of teleconferencing systems isthat more than one person at one place is able to com-municate instantaneously with other groups at di�er-ent locations. Furthermore, it could save in travelingcosts, jet lag adaptation and, above all, time. Theseaspects may become increasingly important in the fu-ture. This would be especially true for internationalcompanies, which have to coordinate their global poli-cies and economical strategies, for example.However, due to limited bandwidth, current tele-conferencing systems use low resolution cameras which*This work is partially supported by the DFG, Grands: So320/1-2, Ei 322/1-2 and He 2967/1-1.

are generally �xed or positioned on a particular loca-tion with a given focal length. Such systems are eithersingle user systems or overview systems which are un-satisfactory in their resolution. In this contribution weaddress this problem and present an attentive camerasystem (ACS) which may replace teleconferencing sys-tems with stable cameras. As input an ACS uses aRGB-camera system with three controllable degreesof freedom (pan, tilt, zoom) and a directional micro-phone. The microphone is mounted on the camerasuch that its \acoustic axis" (the sensitive section) isparallel to the visual axis of the camera. If the camerais oriented such that the person's head is located inits visual �eld, this allows for a veri�cation of a talk-ing person since the microphone also receives a relatedacoustic signal. Based on this system design, the ACSis able to follow a discussion or a conversation of agroup at one location similar to a silent observer. Ingeneral, the ACS is intended to act like a virtual cam-era man who focuses on the person who is speaking.In a typical scenario of a discussion or conversation,one person is talking while all other participants arelistening. The speaker talks which means that his/hervoice can be heard and his/her motion and gesturescan be seen. On the other hand, listeners primarily donot talk1 and may show considerably less motion thanthe speaker. Therefore, motion, gesture and voice areattentive cues that might clearly identify a speaker.These cues are exploited by the ACS proposed here.The ACS detects the visual attentive cues to select aperson that is talking. Then the ACS veri�es if a par-ticular candidate is talking by �rst orienting the cam-era appropriately towards him/her in order to exploitthe acoustic cues. If no acoustic cues can be detected,the ACS searches for another speaker. If the acoustic1as a matter of politeness



cues are proved successfully to originate from the fo-cussed speaker (s)he is zoomed in and tracked while(s)he is talking. During the continuous tracking of theface which is zoomed, the system is able to detect addi-tional and more detailed facial features2 [3]. It shouldbe mentioned that the directional microphone is notused to record the acoustic signals. It is only used toverify the acoustic cues.An approach for an active teleconferencing systemhas been presented in [2]. To localize a person, colourand eye blink detection is applied. Tracking is estab-lished using a correlation technique. However, no in-tegration of the presented techniques into a single sys-tem has been done. In [13], the aspect of limited net-work bandwidth is tackled by a teleconferencing sys-tem that de�ned a region of interest within the cameraimage that is transmitted with high quality while therest of the image was transmitted with less quality.In their system the selection of the region of interestis performed manually and the camera was �xed. Avirtual space teleconferencing system is presented in[8] that gave their users the sensation of being all atthe same site. Their system uses two large screensto provide a real-time reproduction of 3D whole bodyhuman images. The system needs data gloves, tapemarks, and magnetic sensors to achieve real{time re-production, which can not be considered to be naturalhuman communication. The system presented in [7]uses a camera that is able to consider a �eld of viewof 360�. It is able to view an entire conference table,when the camera is positioned in the center of the ta-ble. However, the system is not able to zoom in on thespeaker.The general methodology of our ACS is introducedin detail in the next section. In section 3 we brieypresent some details concerning implementation as-pects and experimental results. We close up our con-tribution with some concluding remarks.2 MethodologyThe intended purpose of the ACS is to record a dis-cussion of N people possibly positioned around a tablein front of a camera. In order to record the entire scenecontaining all participants the camera is initially set towide angle with a default camera orientation. Whenone person starts talking, the ACS performs the fol-lowing actions: Firstly, it detects the person which istalking. Secondly, it directs the camera to that personand focuses him/her. Finally, if all evaluation checkshave been successfully computed, it zooms in on thespeaker's head. During the computation, visual as well2This knowledge about the content of the imagemay be usedto support an e�cient coding of the recorded video sequences.

Figure 1: Typical scenes recorded by the ACS: Left,a scene with two people are shown. Each head is rel-atively small. However, when a person starts talking,(s)he is zoomed in (right) so that a remote observeris able to easily understand the person's facial expres-sions and gestures.as acoustic attentive cues are evaluated3. The underly-ing assumption is that the motion, facial gestures, andacoustic cues would identify a speaker reliably. \Fo-cusing" is de�ned here by directing the pan and tiltof the camera to the speaking person in particular tothe person's head. \Zooming" refers to focusing andzooming in so that the camera records a head-shoulderview of the speaker (see �g. 1, right). The zoomingaction also involves a continuous tracking of the facewhich may be moving.In order to detect, focus, and zoom the speaker, theACS evaluates the visual attentive cues and sorts thesecues in decreasing order with respect to their saliency.The ACS focuses �rst that region which attracts themost attention, in other words, the region from whichthe most and highest attentive cues come. While thespeaker is zoomed in, the ACS keeps the head of thespeaker approximately in the center of the camera im-age by continuously correcting the camera values. Ifthe speaker stops talking, much less visual and acous-tic attentive cues would be detectable. The ACS candetect these changes and returns to the wide angleview mode. In other words, the ACS is reset to theinitial orientation and the scene is zoomed out. Subse-quently, the scene is inspected again to detect and fo-cus a new speaker. In a situation where no one speaks,the ACS remains in the wide angle view position untilremarkable motion and acoustic cues can be detected.This system behaviour corresponds well with naturalhuman behaviour which also directs attention to areasof increased motion and acoustic features.An example of this processing can be seen in �g. 1.The left image shows a typical scene recorded in wideangle view. This view is similar to the view of to-day's teleconferencing systems. Facial expressions canhardly be recognized. The image to the right shows3In the following, the term \attentive cues" will always referto visual and acoustic attentive cues of a speaker such as gesture,motion and voice.



the camera view of one of the persons when (s)he iszoomed in. It can be seen in this sample head-shoulderimage that now facial expressions can be recognizedmore clearly.To be precise the system is organized as anPerception-Action-Cycle (PAC) which is decomposedinto three di�erent layers (�g. 2, right): theperception-layer, the evaluation-layer and the action-layer.The perception-layer supplies a set of possible per-ception methodologies that allows the system to ex-ploit di�erent attentive cues. The di�erent types ofattentive cues used by the ACS are motion, colour,and acoustic cues.The evaluation layer is used to evaluate the per-ceived information and to instantiate an appropriateaction of the ACS.The action layer establishes the control of the cam-era. It executes and controls the camera actions.The evaluation layer is the most essential layer be-cause of two reasons: First, the evaluation layer se-lects and evaluates the attentive cues derived by theperception layer. What type of attentive cues are usedand how they are evaluated at each time step dependson the internal state of the camera as well as on thesituation in the scene. Second, the evaluation layerinstantiates the camera action needed to perceive newand di�erent attentive cues.The concepts used for the design of the evaluationlayer is inspired by attentive approaches published in[4, 10]. The evaluation layer has three di�erent at-tentive states S = fbase; focus; zoomg. The systemstarts in a wide-angle mode called base mode andevaluates motion and colour cues in order to directits attention to a limited part of the scene. When theevaluation layer has detected and evaluated appropri-ate visual cues it subsequently initiates a change ofthe system state to the focus mode and the actionlayer directs the orientation of the camera appropri-ately such that the object is in the center of gaze of thecamera. In focus mode the evaluation layer ensures atracking of the focused object which is achieved hereby exploiting colour cues only. Focusing the object al-lows to limit the computational resources of the ACSto a single chosen object. The task of the focus modeis to verify the acoustic cues of the tracked person. Forthis, the tracking of the person object ensures a cor-rect orientation of the directional microphone (see sec.3 for a setup description). When the acoustic check issuccessful, the evaluation layer subsequently initiatesa change of the system state to zoom mode as well asa zooming of the camera such that a head-shoulder se-quence is recorded. When the �xated object does notshow acoustic attentive cues or when the object track-
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sceneFigure 2: The left image shows the \gazing pyramid":The very bottom represents the base state, that allowsan overview of the scene. The very top of the pyra-mid represents the zoom state, which allows to record ahead-shoulder view of a speaker. The evaluation layeris allowed to switch between successive states. Theright graph summarizes the dependencies of the di�er-ent layers perception, evaluation, action. The actiona�ects the scene as it is perceived by the ACS andthus a�ects the perception.ing fails, the evaluation layer initiates a state changeof one step back from zoom- or focus-mode to focus-or base-mode, respectively and initiates the appropri-ate camera actions. A switch between previous statesallows the system to deal with a change of the speakeras well as with situations typical for dynamic scenessuch as occlusions or changes in lighting conditions. Asimilar technique has been proposed by [9]. As pointedout there, the technique of switching between consec-utive states adds a considerable amount of robustnessto tracking systems in general.2.1 Perception LayerThe camera image of the scene is evaluated �rst bythe perception layer in order to detect attentive cues.When the system is in base mode, only visual at-tentive cues are detected. Visual attentive cues are de-�ned here by skin tone colour and motion within thescene. An attention image A indicates where visual at-tentive cues were found. Colour cues within the sceneare represented by colour blobs. Each colour blob i isde�ned by its mean pi and its covariance matrix Ciand is interpreted as a single object of interest.In focus mode, colour cues and acoustic cues aredetected. Acoustic cues result in a binary acousticdetector T that indicates the presence or absence ofvoices. Colour blobs do not need to be calculated infocus mode as this has already been done in the basemode. Colour is used for tracking a speci�c object thatis represented by its colour blob. Mean and covarianceof the blob is updated as needed.In zoom mode, acoustic cues are detected and blobparameters for the corresponding colour cues are up-dated as needed. The underlying assumption of the



Figure 3: The left image shows a face that is trackedduring zoom mode. Right, the corresponding binaryattention image A is depicted.system design is that a speaker emphasizes his/herarguments using more extensive movements while lis-teners primarilymove more slowly and show much lessmovement. Therefore, the visual attentive cues are de-�ned as large and fast movements while small and slowmovements are not perceived as attentive motion cues.The di�erentiation between large and fast movementsand small and slow movements is established in twosteps: a selection step and a veri�cation step.In the selection step, the motion cues are detectedby applying special �ltering techniques. Fast and largemovements are computed by �rst subsampling andsmoothing the camera images It at time t in positionwhile keeping the temporal sampling rate at a constantspeed of 20 fps (for more details we refer the reader to[1]). Then, the inter-frame di�erence, Dt = It � It�1,is calculated. Subsampling in position while keepingtemporal sampling rate high results in a di�erence im-age Dt that is insensitive to slow and small movementsbut sensitive to fast and large movements.In the second step, the veri�cation step, the di�er-ence imageDt is statistically veri�ed using a maximumlikelihood estimator [11]. The ML-estimator favourslarge regions of visual attentive cues in the attentionimage while very small regions, that tend to be erro-neous, are eliminated.The application of an ML-estimator has two advan-tages: First, the fast deterministic motion results in alarge, approximately coherent area in the binary imageA. Secondly, no thresholds are needed which avoidsadaptation of the system to di�erent situations.An example of an attention image is depicted in�gure 3: The left image shows a face that is attendedby the ACS, the right image shows the correspondingbinary attention image A.For the perception of colour cues, the video im-ages are converted to the HSV colour system. At sys-tem start the user is prompted to position a rectanglearound his/her inner face. The facial HSV-colour in-formation is then stored in a 1D-histogram, pixels witha value larger than a maximal threshold or lower thana minimal threshold are discarded.

During operation, the histogram is used to calculatefor each pixel the probability of showing skin colour.Colour blobs are calculated by �rst positioning a smallwindow w of some size s over the region of interest.Within this window w and on the basis of the skincolour probabilities we repeatedly calculate the zerothand the �rst moments. With respect to these two val-ues the window w is repositioned and resized. Thisprocess is repeated until convergence is reached i.e.the position and size of window w does not changeany more.An example for the detection of colour cues is shownin �gure 4. The left image shows a person while theACS is in zoom mode. The right image shows thecolour cues that are used by the evaluation layer tocompute the mean and the covariance.Voices are understood here as acoustic attentivecues which are perceived by the directional micro-phone. These cues are only detectable and evaluatedif the visual axis of the microphone is already directedtowards the noise source so that the microphone per-ceives acoustic cues only when that person is talking.Acoustic cues are integrated over a time range of abouttwo seconds. The result is stored in an acoustic detec-tor T .2.2 Evaluation LayerThe resulting binary information of A and T andthe colour blob parameters pi and Ci are passed tothe evaluation layer. The result of the computation ofthe evaluation layer is a 3D orientation vector o, thatis passed to the action layer and which is needed toguide the camera (pan, tilt, and zoom values).The processing of the evaluation layer depends onthe present mode of the ACS:� In basemode only visual attentive cues are evalu-ated. The attention imageA and the colour blobsare evaluated with a ML-estimator as given bysi =Xx At(x)G(x � pi;Ci); (1)for each blob i where G is a Gaussian. The ML-estimations si are sorted in decreasing order. Theorientation o is given with respect to the meanand the covariance of the person i that attractsthe most attention. The �rst two components ofvector o de�ne pan and tilt of the camera. Thelast component of o de�nes the zoom position,which, however, is left unchanged in base mode.Depending on the cues detected, the evaluationlayer either keeps the system in base mode orinitiates a change to focus mode.� In focus mode the evaluation layer evaluates theacoustic detector T . During the perception of



acoustic cues the evaluation layer ensures a track-ing of the selected candidate by keeping the meanof the corresponding colour blob approximately inthe focus of attention. For this, the appropriatecamera orientations o are continuously calculatedand passed to the action layer.When no acoustic cues are detectable, the evalua-tion layer initiates a change back to base mode inorder to select another candidate to be attended.When the system is in focus mode and has al-ready detected successfully related acoustic cues,the evaluation layer changes the system's state tothe zoommode. In this case the corresponding co-variance matrix Csi of the corresponding colourblob is used to determine the zoom position of thecamera such that the zoomed person covers about20� 30% of the camera image.To summarize: When visual attentive cues are de-tected in base mode, each of the sorted candidatessi are tested for acoustic cues by switching betweenbase mode and focus mode until a particular personcan be clearly identi�ed as showing considerable visualas well as acoustic cues.� In zoom mode the computation is decomposed intwo steps. In the �rst step a camera orientationo is calculated from the blob parameters in orderto establish tracking.In the second step it is decided whether the per-sons has stopped talking by evaluating the acous-tic detector T . In the absence of acoustic cues theevaluation layer initiates a change to the focusmode in order to redetect the person that waspossibly lost during tracking. If (s)he has stoppedtalking, the system �nally returns to the basemode.In basemode, it may happen that an object other thana person results in a colour blob. However, the ACSwill not focus this object as it shows neither consider-able movement nor signi�cant vocal sound. Therefore,the attention image A will be zero in this region sothat the sum within the brackets of eq. 1 will also bezero.2.3 Action LayerThe action layer executes the di�erent system ac-tions as instantiated by the evaluation layer. It con-trols the orientation as well as the zoom of the camera.To successfully control the camera for tracking, aninternal camera model m is used. This model is rep-resented by a 3D vector where each component rep-resents one degree of freedom of the camera. Thecamera model is used to represent the current state

Figure 4: The left image shows a zoomed person whilethe right image shows the detected skin toned colour.of the camera. The orientation vector o is �ltered us-ing a Kalman �lter K [5, 12]. Subsequently the �lteredorientation vector K(o) is compared with the cameramodel. Each degree of freedom of the camera is up-dated if the di�erence between the components of thecamera model m and the corresponding componentsof the �ltered orientation vector K(x) is higher than acertain threshold. The computation speed of 25 fps ofthe ACS assures that the focussed person is not lostunder common video conference conditions. It mighthappen, that the camera loses the speaker. However,this situation can be easily detected by the system.In this case, the system state is switched back to thefocus mode, the camera zooms out, and the system isable to redetect the speaker from the wide angle view.3 Realization and ExperimentsIn this section we delve into some implementationdetails about our ACS. A sample setup can be seen in�g. 5 (top left). The ACS requires neither additionalhardware nor do users need any special equipment suchas tape marks. A Sony EVI-D31 RGB camera withtwo mechanical controllable degrees of freedom and azoom range of 5.4 mm { 64.8 mm is used. The camerais connected to a 167 MHz Sun Ultra Sparc via a se-rial port with a S-bus Sun Video frame grabber card.Using this hardware setup, the system speed reaches25 fps at a resolution of 384 � 288 (PAL, half size)pixels per frame. Furthermore, a Beyer MC 737 PVdirectional microphone is used, which has a sector thatcovers approximately the width of a face at a distanceof 5 meters. The calibration of the acoustic axis ofthe microphone with the visual axis of the camera hasproven to be di�cult.The ACS has been tested with varying illuminationconditions and the system has proven to be quite ro-bust to changes in illumination during a conferencesession. This is due to the robustness supplied by theperception{action cycle [9] and to the normalization ofthe RGB values [6].A small demonstration can be seen in �g 5: Thetop row (from left to right) shows the experimen-tal setup and the wide angle view of the ACS inbase mode. The middle row shows the motion in
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Figure 5: From left to right, top row: Experimen-tal setup, the camera of the ACS is �xed on a tri-pod in the background; wide angle view of the ACS inbase mode. Middle row: detected motion in the scenecomputed by the perception layer; image showing skintoned colours. Bottom row: two sample views of theACS in zoom mode.the scene that is evaluated by the perception layer(left) and the colour cues (right). The bottom rowshows two views of the ACS in zoom mode. For anadditional demo we refer the reader to our web demowww.informatik.uni-kiel.de/~vok/vok f1j2g.mpg4 ConclusionsIn this contribution an attentive camera system(ACS) for teleconferencing purposes has been pre-sented that is capable to of actively observing a dis-cussion of several persons. The ACS is able to detectspeaking persons and to zoom and track them if appro-priate attentive cues are visible. The ACS is modeledbased on a perception{action cycle (PAC) which allowsfor modular and exible construction of a behaviour-based system. Using the PAC approach it is possible tointegrate di�erent perception mechanisms such as thedetection of colour cues or other attentive cues. Thisensures a design of an ACS which is computationallyfast and robust.AcknowledgmentsThe work has been funded by the DeutscheForschungs Gesellschaft (DFG), Grants: So 320/1-2
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